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OBITUARY

Meditation on Epeli Hau‘ofa

I cannot imagine knowing another person like Epeli in my lifetime. He was ordinary
as a human being, but his vision and his persona were extraordinary. As far as I am
aware, everyone who knew Epeli respected him, even those who disagreed with his views.
One factor that worked in his favour was his calm and caring demeanour; Epeli carried
himself with dignity and poise. He never seemed to be in a hurry to get anywhere, and
no one could get the man to walk faster. Time, in the western sense, did not have any
hold over him, and he cared but little (relatively speaking) about what people thought
of him. In fact, he seemed quite fond of self-mockery, and sometimes called himself a
clown and, at other times, a peasant.

Epeli rarely raised his voice in private or in public. A slight smile or friendly smirk
would sometimes belie his words, making you realise he was being mischievous or ironic.
And he was most comfortable wearing flip-flops (and sometimes nothing on his feet),
complemented by a lavalava and an old T-shirt. A more fitting label for Epeli would be
that of trickster. He tricked strangers into thinking that he was nobody, when in reality
he was one of the Pacific’s most famous professors and visionaries. Such incongruity and
unconventional choice of attire endeared him to his students, colleagues (most of them,
anyway), and admirers.

� � �

Epeli was born in Papua New Guinea to Tongan missionary parents in 1939. He was
educated in Papua New Guinea, Tonga, Fiji, Canada and Australia. Before he acquired
his PhD from the Australian National University (ANU), Epeli worked briefly at the
University of Papua New Guinea (UPNG). Emerging with a PhD in social anthropology
from ANU in 1975, Epeli became Private Secretary to His Majesty the King of Tonga,
Keeper of the Palace Record and Secretary to the Tonga Traditions Committee. There
could not have been many jobs in Tonga during this time for holders of PhDs, and this
might explain why he chose to work at the king’s palace. In 1981, he became the first
director of USP’s Tongan Rural Development Centre (based in Tonga) and, in 1983,
he left Tonga for Suva, Fiji, where he became head of the Sociology Department at the
University of the South Pacific (USP).

Epeli worked at USP from 1 February 1983 to 11 January 2009. Towards the end
of his tenure in the Sociology Department (USP did not have an anthropology
department), he became head of the School of Social and Economic Development. I went
to teach at USP in 1985, two years after Epeli and, in 1988, I adapted some
of Epeli’s short stories in Tales of the Tikongs for the stage and consulted with him on the
production.1 Also teaching at the USP campus during this time was Albert Wendt,
the Samoan poet, novelist and head of the School of Education until 1988 (after Fiji’s
military coups of 1987), when he left Fiji for Auckland University. Other well-known
writers also teaching at USP during this time were Konai Helu Thaman, Subramani,

1 Epeli Hau‘ofa, Tales of the Tikongs (Auckland 1983).
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Pio Manoa and Marjorie Crocombe. There was much discussion during this time among
these artists about creating some kind of centre for the arts and cultures of the Pacific.

The longer Epeli taught at USP, the more disillusioned he became with the academic
practices which he felt separated scholars from the real concerns of Pacific Islanders.
A paper he had written in 1975 titled ‘Anthropology and Pacific Islanders’ hinted at this
growing disaffection,2 but when he ventured into creative writing and published Tales of
the Tikongs in 1983, he discovered a freedom in fiction that was absent in his scholarly
writing. The die was cast from then on as he became more interested in creative literature
and essay writing than in producing conventional scholarly articles or books.

Fiji’s two military coups of 1987 caused many of the artists and writers responsible for
the renaissance of creativity at USP to leave for New Zealand, Australia, and to a lesser
extent, the United States and Canada. But Epeli, along with Konai Helu Thaman and
Pio Manoa, remained at USP and continued to advocate the survival of arts and cultures
at the university, culminating in Epeli inviting Ulli and Georgina Bier, who were
in UPNG because of their catalytic glory in Nigeria, to write a report for USP. Partly as a
result of the favourable report by the Beiers, Epeli became the founder and director of the
Oceania Centre for Arts and Culture (OCAC) in 1997.

As OCAC’s director, Epeli formally severed his ties with academia and, with little
financial support from USP, began the process of nurturing and promoting new artistic
products and productions that draw from Pacific traditions, but are not stuck in them.
Epeli urged aspiring artists to find their inspiration in their own cultures, histories
and contemporary experiences. The result is an explosion of new art forms, particularly
in painting, dance, music and sculpture.

Until January 2009, when Epeli’s tenure at OCAC ended with his death, his influence
and fame spread beyond Oceania. His charismatic persona lit a spark in the hearts and
minds of the talented and eager young people who frequented OCAC, which consisted
primarily of a dilapidated concrete block which some might have thought better suited
for housing prison inmates than a thriving art community. But Epeli did not mind,
preferring to keep a low profile and to keep his centre relatively unpretentious but
productive. All the activity at OCAC, in the later years of Epeli’s life, did not overshadow
the influence of his published writings, many of which continued to be discussed in
anthropology, history, cultural studies and literature courses in Oceania, the United
States and Europe.

Although Epeli had published anthropological works such as Mekeo: Inequality and
Ambivalence in a Village Society, it was his fiction and his inspirational essays that caused
other scholars, students and friends of the Pacific to take his ideas to heart.3 Epeli’s Tales
of the Tikongs, as well as his brilliant satire Kisses in the Nederends, set off ripples of laughter
among the literary community within and outside the region.4 His influential essays, now
collected and published under the title We are the Ocean, were, and still are, a staple in
numerous courses on the Pacific.5 In fact, one cannot study the Pacific seriously today
without reckoning with Epeli’s ideas, wisdom he has left for us to reflect on, and perhaps,
to act on.

� � �

Three common strands permeate Epeli’s writing: development and its attendant
consequences, human dignity and empowerment, and an inclusive Oceanian identity.

2 Epeli Hau‘ofa, ‘Anthropology and Pacific Islanders’, in We are the Ocean: selected works (Honolulu 2008).
3 Epeli Hau‘ofa, Mekeo: inequality and ambivalence in a village society (Canberra 1981).
4 Epeli Hau‘ofa, Kisses in the Nederends (Auckland 1987).
5 Epeli Hau‘ofa, We are the Ocean: selected works (Honolulu 2008). The short stories and essays discussed in

this meditation are reprinted in this volume.
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Underlying the 12 satirical stories in Tales of the Tikongs is Epeli’s belief that
development in the Pacific will fail unless we place people and culture at its centre.
In the short story ‘The Tower of Babel’, three development projects fail: a fish cannery;
a small-time, part-time fisherman called Ika Levu (Big Fish) who took out a loan to try
going big-time; and a chicken farm owned by Toa Qase (Old Chicken). The fish cannery
fails because the young men of Tulisi who crew the boat that brings in the fish cannot
remain at sea for over three months without sex; the second fails because the part-time
fisherman cannot pay back his loan; and the third fails because his relatives keep helping
themselves to the chickens in Toa Qase’s farm.

The theme in the story ‘The Big Bullshit’ is very much like ‘The Tower of Babel’
in that the main character Pulu is happy raising small animals such as cats and dogs until
he decides to shift to raising big animals. He acquires four cows and a bull. And like
the ambitious part-time fisherman, Pulu’s culture and circumstances conspire against his
success. One cow strangled itself with a rope, the other one got killed for the opening of a
new church, and the third had to be fattened for a chief who claimed to be its rightful
owner. Left with just a bull, Pulu tries to encourage the animal to woo the remaining
cow for the purposes of ‘mutual comfort and multiplication’, only to discover that the
cow is a lesbian and the bull is impotent. Disappointed, Pulu returns to raising small
animals, and in doing so reclaims his lost happiness.

Epeli clearly favoured small businesses over ‘big-time’ development, particularly if
the latter means individuals are no longer in control of their destiny. His fear was
that development of the larger variety would take away our human connections to one
another, and the source of our happiness. His stories urge us not only to put people
and culture at the centre of all development projects, but also to value our freedom over
and above the accumulation of wealth. They suggest that this is the only way we can
maintain our integrity, and by implication, our souls.

In Kisses in the Nederends, Epeli throws all caution to the wind and with unabashed
abandon dances in ‘the middle of our zones of taboo’, the erogenous region between the
hip and the thigh. Inspired by a real pain in his anus, Epeli seeks relief through the
adventures of his main character, Oilei Bomboki, whose quest for a physical and spiritual
cure forces him to meet all kinds of charlatans, witchdoctors and opportunists. When
Oilei eventually meets the sage, yogi and conman Babu Vivekanand, he learns to love
and respect the source of his pain. By the novel’s end, we realise that Epeli is asking
us to celebrate our ‘collective fears and phobias’. Oilei’s adventures also offer us a
compassionate critique of modern life on a small Pacific community, albeit with
unbridled fearless laughter. How else could one interpret the last command ‘Kiss my
arse!’ in this stunning tale? It is as though Epeli was determined not to be a victim of
anything in this life. Refusing to wallow in self-pity, he laughed his way through his pain,
and ours too.

A more serious side of Epeli is evident in his essays, a goldmine of indigenous wisdom.
Most of these are written in considered and fluid prose that makes one envious of the
man’s gift. I read them again and again and marvel at the way he strung the words
together, so effortlessly it seems, and yet so precisely and with such resonance. These
essays are gems that Epeli has bequeathed to us, and they are worth poring over again
and again. Unlike Kisses whose prose tends to be ‘raw’, the writing in Epeli’s essays is
definitely ‘cooked’, refined and eloquent.

‘Pasts to Remember’ draws attention to a universal truth about histories that are
inscribed on the landscapes and seascapes, and the importance of ensuring that these
are not destroyed. Epeli’s writing helps us understand better indigenous struggles to
prevent the construction of freeways, golf courses, hotels and other high-rise buildings
that pave over memories and histories of our pasts. Such acts, according to Epeli, are
‘sacrilegious and of the same order of enormity as the complete destruction of all of a
nation’s libraries, archives, museums, monuments, historic buildings, and all its books
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and other such documents’. Whenever I read this truth, a feeling of recognition and
sadness sweeps over me, and I promise myself never to forget Epeli’s warning to
remember our pasts.

In 1993, while Epeli was driving from Kona to Hilo on the island of Hawai‘i,
he witnessed ‘the eerie blackness of regions covered by recent volcano eruptions;
the remote majesty of Mauna Loa, long and smooth, the world’s largest volcano; the
awesome craters of Kilauea threatening to erupt at any moment; and the lava flow on the
coast not far away’ and had an epiphany. He realised then that the ‘world of Oceania is
not small; it is huge and growing bigger every day’. Epeli referred to this experience
as his ‘road to Damascus’in his most influential essay, ‘Our Sea of Islands’, in which
he urged us to focus our attention on the huge Pacific Ocean which covers one-third
of the Earth’s surface and connects the islands to each other.

Further, this essay draws our attention to the Pacific Diaspora in Australia,
New Zealand, the United States and Canada and reminds us that the world of many
contemporary Pacific Islanders, like that of their ancestors who traversed the seascapes
long before Captain Cook’s arrival, is not confined to the islands on which they were
born. Instead, ordinary Pacific Islanders seek to better their future and that of their
children; their world is expansive and expanding, as they ‘plan for generations, for the
continuity and improvement of their families and kin groups’. Ultimately, ‘Our Sea of
Islands’ restores agency to the colonised, and empowers us to be in charge of our destiny.

This brings us to Epeli’s third legacy: an inclusive Oceanian identity. Epeli spoke
several Pacific languages, travelled the Pacific (and beyond) extensively, married
Barbara, a white Australian, chose multicultural Fiji as his home, and had as close friends
individuals from all kinds of ethnic and racial backgrounds. He was not partial to any
particular ethnicity or race; instead, he saw our common humanity as the tie that binds
us all. He was a humanist, in the truest sense of the word.

By focusing on the Pacific Ocean, Epeli popularised the term ‘Oceania’, not only
through his essay ‘Our Sea of Islands’, but also in naming his centre in Suva the Oceania
Centre for Arts and Culture. At OCAC, he put his inclusive view of Oceania into
practice. Young men and women straight off the streets of Suva found a safe haven at
OCAC. He welcomed students who were aspiring dancers, musicians, painters, sculptors
and visitors of all ethnic and racial backgrounds. Indians, Fijians, Polynesians and other
Pacific Islanders, and Caucasians as well, worked and performed together under one roof,
oblivious to ethnic and racial prejudices of the communities from which they came.
Their creative and innovative cultural productions became the heartbeat of USP,
a regional university owned by 12 independent Pacific countries. In short, through
Epeli’s example and leadership, an Oceanian identity emerged at OCAC, offering us
all an inclusive vision of the Pacific.

Epeli has left us a vision of Oceania worth cherishing and perpetuating. His dream
is that we envision a future that allows Oceanians to develop in harmony with our
cultural values, empowers us to be self-determining, and encourages us to foster
connections that transcend ethnicity and race. Now that Epeli has passed on, it is up to us
to make his dream reality.

VILSONI HERENIKO
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